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MARE goes to school
Centre for research, technological development and innovation

Develops its activities oriented to societal challenges

Holistic and integrative approach

**Project Goals:**

Stimulate the curiosity and enthusiasm for the understanding of marine ecosystems in school children and college youngsters through contact with MARE researchers and their scientific activities.

Contribute to a participative and informed “Blue Society”.

Educational Program “MARE goes to school”
Educational Program “MARE goes to school”

Goals
Promote meetings between students and researchers | Use recreational and didactic strategies | Explore diverse topics on marine ecosystems | Increase Ocean Literacy

Mission
Raise awareness | Stimulate the interest in science | Promote the new generation of scientists

Strategies
Fun | Interactive | Creative | Informal
Activities:

- From overfishing to sustainability
- The ocean is a big house
- The incredible journeys of marine animals
- Feeding relationships between organisms
- Maresia eel’s journey
- Seeking the secrets of the sea
- The origin of life: from evolution to taxonomy

MARE goes to school

Come buy fresh fish

The school comes to MARE

MARE at the beach

Biologist for a day

Open MARE
Numbers:

- 97 activities
- 24 schools

Regions
- Lisboa
- Setúbal
- Santarém
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